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The Myers-Briggs Company is situated in offices on the northern side of Oxford, about three miles from the city centre.

The offices are in a large redbrick building facing onto the A40 dual carriageway. To the side of the building there is a visitor’s 
car park. Find us by following the various transport directions below.

By car
From Birmingham and the North – 
M40
Leave the M40 at Junction 9 and 
follow the signs for the A34 to Oxford. 
At the Peartree Interchange, take 
the 2nd exit onto the A44. At the next 
roundabout, take the 2nd exit onto the 
A40. At the next roundabout, take the 
exit marked ‘Kidlington – A4165’. Then 
take the first right into Harefields.

From the West – M5
Leave the M5 at Junction 11 and 
follow the signs for the A40 to 
Cheltenham. Follow the A40 through 
Cheltenham and on to Oxford. 
At the roundabout that forms 
the intersection with the A4165 
(Banbury Road), take the exit marked 
‘Kidlington – A4165’. Then take the 
first right into Harefields.

From the South and South West – 
M4
Leave the M4 at Junction 13, and 
follow the signs for the A34 to Oxford 
(approx 30 mins from the M4). 
Take the A44 exit marked ‘Oxford 
A40’. At the roundabout, take the 
4th exit onto the A44. At the next 
roundabout, take the 2nd exit onto the 
A40. At the next roundabout, take the 
exit marked ‘Kidlington – A4165’. Then 
take the first right into Harefields.

From London and the South East – 
M40
Leave the M40 at Junction 8, and 
follow the signs for the A40 to 
Oxford. Upon approaching the 
roundabout, stay in one of the 
right-hand two lanes, marked ‘A40 – 
Cheltenham’. At the next roundabout, 
which forms the intersection with the 
A4165 (Banbury Road), take the 3rd 
exit marked ‘Kidlington – A4165’. Then 
take the first right into Harefields.

How to find us when you are in 
Harefields
Once on Harefields, continue for 
approximately 100m until you come 
to a left-hand bend in the road. To 
your right you will see our metal 
gates. Turn in between these, follow 
the drive round to the right, and you 
will see the car park directly in front 
of you. Please park along the verge 
on the left.

The Myers-Briggs Company Limited,
Elsfield Hall,
15–17 Elsfield Way,
Oxford
OX2 8EP
t. +44 1865 404 500
www.themyersbriggs.com

By train

Oxford station is situated to the 
south west of the city centre. From 
here, you can take the 500 bus (see 
below). Oxford Parkway station is 
located one mile from the office. 
From this station, you can also take 
the 500 bus or follow the footpath to 
the main road and walk south (see 
below)

By bus
From Heathrow or Gatwick
From the central coach station at 
either airport, there are regular 
services to and from Oxford.

The coaches arrive in the city centre 
at Gloucester Green Bus Station. 
There is a bus stop for the 500 just 
outside this station, or you can walk 
east for a few minutes to Magdalen 
Street for more buses (see below).

From the city centre
From the city centre, at Magdalen 
Street, you can take either a 2, 2A,2B, 
2C, 2D, S5 or 500. Ask for a ticket 
to Harefields. The journey takes 
approximately 15 minutes. Once you 
reach the stop, cross the road and 
head back towards the roundabout, 
Go down Harefields, which will 
be on your left. As you walk down 
Harefields, you will see a sign for The 
Myers-Briggs Company on your right. 
Come through the metal gates and 
follow the drive round to the right. 
The main entrance is at the front of 
the building, overlooking the bypass.
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